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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the Science of EverythingAlpha, 2008
Did you ever wonder how somebody ever figured out all the details of making a cellphone system work? What about those giant MRI machines that can take a picture of your insides without a single incision? Then there is the universe. We think we know at least something about how it started billions of years ago and where it’s going billions of...
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The Underwater Photographer, Third Edition: Digital and Traditional TechniquesFocal Press, 2006
A superb hand-on manual containing a wealth of underwater tips, hints and advice - all beautifully illustrated with brand new, full colour images.

Martin Edge, a leading authority on underwater photography, will help you capture stunning effects using his popular 'think and consider' system - offering a heightened awareness and...
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Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for Dependable ApplicationsSpringer, 1994
Foundations of Dependable Computing: Paradigms for  Dependable Applications, presents a variety of specific  approaches to achieving dependability at the application level. Driven  by the higher level fault models of Models and Frameworks for  Dependable Systems, and built on the lower level abstractions  implemented in a third companion book...
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The Food Connection: The Right Food at the Right TimeJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003

	THE FOOD CONNECTION will show you:

	
		How to balance your hormonal system to positively affect weight, motivation, sleep patterns and cognitive abilities
	
		How to jump start your health with the seven-day "World's Best Diet"
	
		The 17 bioenergetic foods to eat daily
	
		How...
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Plant Growth and ClimateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	Evidence grows daily of the changing climate and its impact on plants and animals. Plant function is inextricably linked to climate and atmospheric carbon dioxide concentration. On the shortest and smallest scales, the climate affects the plant’s immediate environment and so directly influences physiological processes. At larger scales,...
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Independent Guide to the IPhone 4Dennis Publishing, 2010

	This comprehensive guide to the iPhone 4 - the world's most desirable mobile - is effectively the manual Apple forgot to supply with the handset. Covering all iPhone features and reviews for top applications, this is the only guide you'll need to make the most of your phone. If you've just bought an iPhone, this fully updated...
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Essential Issues in SOC Design: Designing Complex Systems-on-ChipSpringer, 2006

	This book originated from a workshop held at the DATE 2005 conference, namely Designing Complex SOCs. State-of-the-art in issues related to System-on-Chip (SoC) design by leading experts in the fields, covers IP development, verification, integration, chip implementation, testing and software.


	SOC design is fast becoming the key...
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Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks: A Semi-tensor Product ApproachSpringer, 2010

	Analysis and Control of Boolean Networks presents a systematic new approach to the investigation of Boolean control networks. The fundamental tool in this approach is a novel matrix product called the semi-tensor product (STP). Using the STP, a logical function can be expressed as a conventional discrete-time linear system. In the light of...
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Ninja Hacking: Unconventional Penetration Testing Tactics and TechniquesSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Ever thought of using the time-tested tactics and techniques of the ancient ninja to understand the mind of today's ninja, the hacker? As a penetration tester or security consultant you no doubt perform tests both externally and internally for your clients that include both physical and technical tests. Throw traditional pen...
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Multiparadigm Constraint Programming Languages (Cognitive Technologies)Springer, 2011

	"Modeling" has become one of the primary concerns in modern Software
	Engineering. The reason is simple: starting development processes from clear
	and succinct models has proven to foster not only quality but also productivity.
	With the advance of modeling there also came a desire for automatic code
	generation from models....
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Master Your Mac: Simple Ways to Tweak, Customize, and Secure OS XNo Starch Press, 2012

	
		OS X is a lot more than just a pretty face. Sure, the basics are easy, but beneath that gorgeous surface lie countless powerful features.

	
		If you want to go beyond the basics, Master Your Mac will take you there. With tips on everything from organizing your workspace to strengthening your computer's security,...
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Operating System Concepts with JavaJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009


	Operating systems are an essential part of any computer system. Similarly,

	a course on operating systems is an essential part of any computer-science

	education. This field is undergoing rapid change, as computers are now

	prevalent in virtually every application, from games for children through the

	most sophisticated planning...
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